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EXPENSE RECEIPTS 

In the event of an IRS audit, you will be required to provide receipts for all of your business expenses. The IRS 
will not accept your credit cards or bank statements without the receipts which provides the details of what was 
purchased for your business.  The receipts are considered source documents, and the actual charges on your 
statements aren’t considered source documents.  If you cannot provide copies of the receipts, the IRS may 
disallow these business expenses. 

Regarding your receipts for employee or client meals, include the details of the meeting (time, place, topics of 
the discussion, and the name of the employee or client).  You are allowed to write the information directly on 
the receipt or a supplemental attachment (like a word or excel document).   

Many receipts are printed on thermal paper. If you are storing them in your car during hot weather, the receipts 
can degrade and become illegible. Thermal receipts can also degrade over time at normal temperatures. Making 
copies of thermal receipts are considered best practices. 

Store your receipts in an envelope or file folder which corresponds with the bank or credit card statements they 
are associated with for each month.  We do not need to see the receipts; however, we might have to inquire in 
different situations because of our due diligence requirements.  They also may be required in the event of an 
audit. Have a file or envelope for each statement for the year. Records should be held for minimum of seven 
years which are considered best practices.   Of course, there are times they might need to be held even longer, 
but these are in client specific situations.   

 

                    

  

PRO TIP: The IRS will consider the reasonableness of your meal expenses. Example:  You have a 
receipt for McDonald's for $15.00. The IRS may question how you were able to spend only $15.00 

for yourself and a client or employee. This may appear to the IRS as a personal meal.   
                    

 

TRY TO AVOID USING YOUR BUSINESS ACCOUNTS FOR PERSONAL EXPENSES 

While we can adjust personal expenses which occur on your business credit cards or bank accounts to 
distribution, draw or other withdrawal accounts from equity, it is in your best interest to avoid comingling 
business expenses and personal expenses.  This can really be a negative issue during an IRS audit, which can 
compel the agent to keep poking us for more information, as they may lose trust in our business expense 
deductions.  Kindy, try to use your personal accounts for personal expenses, and your business accounts for 
business expenses. 
 
If you use your business account for personal expenses and you are not providing us with details of deposits, 
withdrawals, checks, debit card transactions and or electronic withdrawals, make sure you provide notes on the 
statements or provide a separate accounting of your personal expenses.   Always remember to keep a clean copy 
of your statements before you start marking them up with your notes.   
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PROVIDE DETAIL FOR TRANSACTIONS WHEN NECCESSARY 

For our clients who provide monthly bank or credit card statements, and you don’t provide us with a register of 
descriptions of all the checks, ATM/Debit Card and Electronic Withdrawals, you can help our efficiency by 
providing information on charges which are not obviously tied to certain expense accounts. Examples:  

3/21/22: Wal Mart, $241.00, tools 

3/31/22:  Amazon, office supplies 

You can write directly on the statement or provide supplemental notes.  Note – we are always open for 
questions or training to help you become more efficient with your record keeping.   


